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Accomplishments from the past quarter. [Experiences from your District or
committee you are proud of or that were particularly inspirational to you.]
Providing research for the July Discussion Topic on Archivist Voting issue.
Attendance at the May Quarterly.  A total of 1055 volunteer hours have been
completed in the first 5 months of 2021.  Our projects include digitizing over 150
letters from the 1940s to and from Area 72.  Digitization of about 100 documents
from the Pacific Northwest Conference. Building out the Digital Repository and
backing it up at Repository monthly.  Scanning about 40 documents into .pdf
version for future sending to new Archivists--these are normally used at physical
quarterlies yet with the virtual reality we have now we needed them to be digitally
available.  Continued verifying, reorganizing and labeling boxes from our earliest
trusted servants at the Delegate level. Drafting a document to be finalized by the
Archives Chair for standardization of what Area 72 Elected and Appointed trusted
servants can provide to the Repository.
Problems or issues you are facing or have already dealt with. [Including any
solutions you have found or are considering and whether you would like to hear the
solutions others have found to similar problems.]
o We need larger bandwidth at Repository to allow uploading/downloading of the
Digital Repository (over 200 GB); and to accommodate the Zoom activity of the
goal of hybrid operations such as the Regional Archives Workshop 9/11/2021
which is hosted by A72 and is about the skills of conservation and preservation so
paramount to all archivists.
o Found a volunteer who can work with ArcGIS to redo our Area 72 maps.
o Found a company to help convert the ‘backend’ of our Foxpro database and
costing the effort it would take to have a ‘frontend’ done.  This is a 9 year old
problem and needs to be done due to the fact that the whole history of artifacts is
held in a special column that won’t convert when downloading the .dbf to .csv
files.
Please share some goals you hope to achieve or begin work on in the next quarter.
Planning the hybrid Regional Archives Workshop 9/11/2021 which is hosted by
A72 and is about the skills of conservation and preservation so paramount to all
archivists. Dave C. is our instructor and this will be at the Repository. August
Archives Standing Committee Quarterly on the 7th via Zoom. Continue effective
work towards tackling our backlog of archival sorting and cataloging.




